Stepping Hill Hospital
NPS | Stockport

Stepping Hill Hospital, Stockport has witnessed the completion
of a major refurbishment to its Intensive Care Unit; resulting
in the provision of a modern, newly equipped care facility for
critically ill patients.
Meeting increasing demand within the healthcare sector for durable
and sterile ducting solutions, TBS’ Zenith solid grade range (SGL) of
duct panels provides the ideal specification for both refurbishment
projects and new-build hospital developments.
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Meeting increasing
demand within the
healthcare sector
Combining a steel framing system with compact grade laminate
panels and flashgaps, TBS’ Zenith SGL range proved the perfect
choice for the installation of WHB duct panelling in the new
seven-bed ICU at Stepping Hill; ensuring a robust system offering
maximum levels of resistance to wear and tear.
All panel components were manufactured using Polyrey’s Sanitized®
Compact Grade Laminate, which features the specially-formulated
Sanitized® additive to ensure continuous protection against the
development and proliferation of bacteria.
Each Zenith duct panel, included for a hinged and lockable top
panel, for ease of access to the services, thus eliminating the need
for the maintenance team to remove the top panel.
Peter Fox, Head of Projects for NPS Stockport commented:
“During the design process of the Intensive Care Unit, we found TBS
extremely helpful and proactive in preparing solutions to meet the
clients brief. This was quickly followed up with full design details.
Due to the urgency in getting the ICU back in operation, the client
requested an incredibly tight programme on site. TBS were able
to respond fully to this ensuring manufacture and delivery of the
panels were actioned on time. The finished product was very good
providing the client easy access to the services behind. Overall
the performance of TBS has been exceptional and has been well
received by the end users”
Supplied fully assembled and pre-hung, TBS’ Zenith duct panel
products are compatible with all sanitaryware variations, and are
tailor-made to fit site dimensions; ensuring a truly bespoke
and fit-for-purpose ducting solution.
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